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Due to an impressive progress in laser technology, laser pulses with peak intensity of nearly 2xl022 W/cm2 are 
now available in laboratory. When the matter is irradiated by so intense laser pulses high energy density plasma 
is produced. Besides of fundamental interest such plasma is the efficient source of particles and radiation with 
extreme parameters that opens bright perspectives in developments of advanced particle accelerators, next 
generation of radiation sources, laboratory modeling of astrophysics phenomena etc. Even high laser intensity 
can be achieved in the coming large laser facilities like ELI (Extreme Light Infrastructure). At such intensity 
the radiation reaction and QED effects become important. One of the QED effects, which recently attracts 
much attention, is the electron-positron plasma creation in strong laser field. The plasma can be produced 
via electromagnetic cascades: the seeded charged particles is accelerated in the field of counter-propagating 
laser pulses, then they emit energetic photons, the photons by turn decay in the laser field and create electron-
positron pairs. The pair particles accelerated in the laser field produce new generation of the photons and pairs. 
For self-consistent study of the electron-positron plasma dynamics in the laser field we develop 2D code based 
on particle-in-cell and Monte-Carlo methods. The electron, positron and photon dynamics as well as evolution 
of the plasma and laser fields are calculated by PIC technique while photon emission and pair production are 
calculated by Monte-Carlo method. We simulate pair production in the field of counter-propagating linearly 
polarized laser pulses. It is shown that for the laser intensity above threshold the plasma production becomes 
so intense that the laser pulse are strongly absorbed in the plasma. The laser intensity threshold and the rate of 
laser field absorption are calculated. 
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The present paper investigates the relativistic self-focusing of elliptical laser beam in underdense plasma and its 
effect on plasma wave and second harmonic generation. When intense laser beam interacts with plasma, then 
transverse intensity gradient is established on account of redistribution of carriers. This transverse intensity 
gradients results in generation of plasma wave and pump wave frequency. The generated plasma wave, in turn, 
interacts with the input laser beam and leads to generation of a second harmonic. Effect of relativistic self-
focusing on the amplitude of plasma wave and second harmonic yield are also analyzed. 
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